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Abstract

When I read the probabilities of quantum mechanics and general relativity, I was
wondering why physicists do not have the general Japanese philosophy that thoughts
are transmitted to the entire universe in an instant.

Perhaps it was an idea that I had personally as I traveled across various religions.
In quantum mechanics, it is a thought that “at the time of observation, there is

an inexact interaction between two substances”.
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Introduction

I may be writing something that is no longer known. I’m writing this because I’m sick and
listening to Youtube and wondering if anyone knows.

When a person dies, he goes to another dimension. I can say it confidently as a
psychiatrist, as he examines hallucinations in detail.

There is a Japanese paper in detail, but it takes a long time to translate it into English. It
is a conversation between me and a patient who has been hospitalized for a long time with
schizophrenia (the father is dead and has no connection with his family).

It can be confirmed from the existence of hearing that the world next to us is in the world
where we live.

Discussion
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If gravity is caused by tilt, gravity will occur faster than light. This is one of Einstein’s
mistakes that nothing faster than light. If gravity is caused by tilt, it occurs instantly.

It is often said that we, the Japanese, can feel “news of insects”, that is, “news when their
relatives die”. I don’t know if it is said in other countries.

This “news of insects” seems to be yesterday that my maternal grandfather died when I
was in 6th grade, but that evening I felt the “news of insects” while maintaining my
bicycle. To remember.

There are many Japanese who have learned the “insect news”.

These are famous as controversies between Einstein and Bohr in quantum mechanics, but
Einstein was an atheist, so he would have stubbornly denied the existence of a
post-mortem world, that is, another dimension.

However, I think that Bohr in quantum mechanics was not an atheist, but believed in the
post-mortem world, that is, the existence of another dimension, such as the news of
insects, so it came to the idea that it began by observing.

Revision

Research and report

Study of visual hallucinations by dialect

Toshiro Takami

Abstract

When a 68-year-old man who was hospitalized as schizophrenia has been closed to an
isolation room due to excessive drinking water illusion occurs. That was a male auditory
hallucinating at all. Until this time, there were no auditory hallucinations. It was
diagnosed as schizophrenia due to deviant behavior and it was hospitalized and 40 years
passed. Personality was kept adequately, contact was also good, and dose of
antipsychotics was also relatively small. The dialect was a regional dialect which occupies
the majority of inpatients at hospitals currently hospitalized, not in rural areas where
cases were born and schizophrenia developed.
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68 year old, male

Born and raised there at the northern tip of Nagasaki prefecture, a farmhouse in
Tsushima, which is an island with a population of about 2,000 located between Korea and
Japan. It is 4 males of seven siblings. I never got out of Tsushima until I was hospitalized
at the current hospital at the age of 27.

My mother ’s younger brother was hospitalized as a schizophrenic patient and was
admitted to a mental hospital until she died. There is no other blood related to mental
illness.

It was a gentle child with little hand. There is no memory of having quarreled with
people. Elementary and junior high school grades were good. There is no medical history
to be noted.

At the age of 22, marry and make two children. He seriously engaged in agriculture until
onset.

At the age of 27, I suddenly stop working. I will start to send everyday as a stupid
without doing anything. You can have a psychiatric examination from the surroundings.
Because there is no mental hospital in Tsushima, it will be hospitalized to the current
mental hospital located in the southern part of Nagasaki prefecture.

Although the course was good, prejudiced to the mental illness of the family strongly,
there are no outbound or discharge from hospitalization at the age of 27. There was no
visitation at all, and the two children were told that ”My father died.”

X - In July, it is confined to the isolation room for multiple drinking. At this time the
illusion appears. Up to now, there were no auditory hallucinations in the case. There are
no delusions, vision, motivation lowering, etc. I also participate in recreation.

Statement of case(The following is based on the diary of the case, written in order of the
date.)

It is a strange man’s auditory hallucination, and female auditory hallucinations are
sometimes heard. The vast majority is the male auditory hallucination, the lady’s
auditory hallucination only occasionally does not hear. Female auditory hallucinations are
not severe and irritated. It seems that the age of the man is about 60 years old.

I know more about my past. Even so far as I do not know. I also know my relatives in
detail. It’s almost like me.

At 9 o’clock in the evening, I walk and walk a number of times in the hallway for exercise,
but when it turns off at 9 o’clock, the lights go out so it will be troublesome for other
people, so I have to stop walking. At that time ”There are not enough times, more walk!
Scold me for me. And I and his fight fight. Certainly it would be better for the body if
you walked more than exercise.
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I usually wake up around 6 o’clock in the morning, but I can not hear that. I will start to
hear from around 7 o’clock when breakfast begins. At night, before going to bed, ”When
will we wake up tonight? And I will wake up at that time. I feel like I am implicit.

My tone is bad. Therefore, it gets irritated. It is an unknown man’s illusion. Her auditory
hallucination makes her head fall like this. If you have to lower your head like this you say
with a tough tone. Previously, it was also due to that illusion that I had fallen into the
hallway.

”When you die, you die up to yourself, so treat your life! ”Is called.

When singing ”Karaoke” sing a song of 00! I say, but if I ignore the order and sing my
favorite song, the body will turn again. Why will not you sing a song of 00? ”Is called.
”Do not take medical examination by Professor T! When I take a doctor’s examination,
my body will turn again! ”Is called. Then it will be like that.

I say ”Oruha”. ”If you do not listen to what you say, I will bend your body again! ”Is
called.

He is not such a bad person. But I am irritated because I have a bad tone.

I also caress a mouth with a snack. ”Do not take it. Take this one! ”It is said that.

”You can eat all the side dishes, but leave half the rice! ”I say that half of the rice is left
to say.
I’m in the toilet because of my stool and say, ”There is 00 next to it,” but that is right.

”The men’s bathroom is full in the toilet so put it in the girls’ toilet! If I do not listen to
what I say, I will bend again! ”Is called. But I can not enter the girls’ toilet.

”B is a yakuza so do not go out with B! Keep up with C and D! ”I will speak to my
friendship and so on. B is not a yakuza.

It gets frustrating to auditory hallucinations and makes me feel like wanting to break
everything. It is common for illusion to make my head numb. There is a slight fever in
such a case.

Even during meals, ”Please eat this first. Eat this later! It is often said that.

”I gave ice cream to Mr. F (giving me meaning)” and I made ice cream for Mr. F. I could
not eat ice cream today.

Even when taking a bath, ”Immersed in hot water from the right foot. Do not immerse
from your left foot! It is said up to.

I am doing auditory hearing that I walk in as if it bends. Hearing is bending my body.
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You can pay attention to excessive drinking of water. Hearing is correct in that respect.

”Y says bad things about you. Strike Y! ”X is laughing at the sight of you. Shoot X! It is
also said. ”Help me replace Z sheets. I also say good things.

Last night I was given a sleeping pillow from auditory hallucination. And ”half, get out!
”They said. Yesterday the auditory hallucination says, ”If you get angry with me you will
become tough! I was threatened. I had trouble dancing my body without permission if I
eat oranges this morning.

Yesterday, ”Hearing drinking urine! I was in trouble saying that. It is the first time to say
such a thing. Also, ”Come around the corridor! It was said, and I went around the
corridor like that.

My head is numb. I understand what illusion is doing.

”Today’s bath is at the very end! I was told that I was right. I walked properly because
last night ’s walking around my eyesight is so noisy.

Yesterday I was concerned about saying that auditory hallucination to throw sunglasses
and made walking suitable.

Today, when entering the toilet, the auditory hallucination says, ”What are you doing,
what are you doing, this idiot! I was told repeatedly. And ”You are the same toilet, but
stay next to me! ”They said.

The auditory hallucination says ”this stupid is this stupid”. Do not let the toilet go free
too. ”Take the toilet paper and bring it,” he said many times.

Hearing can not let the toilet go free. I am annoyed as hearing various things.

My illusion is landing. I get angry if I do not like to say. I only think about myself.

Hearing, do not bother me! Hearing is illuminated from morning today. Do not bite me,
auditory hallucination. Do it, you will die anytime!
Hearing, wake me up, I will die anytime!
Noisy. I will die today! Do not bother me! In case

Because auditory hallucinations say so many things, keep today’s night walks modest.
Hearing, do not bother me! Noisy, please fade away!

In case
** (The above is extracted from the diary, after that it is extracted from the medical
record.) ***

**** (There is no earlier medical record) *****
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(January 2, X-2)
I got to sleep better than before. After drinking Risumy, I can sleep well.
My legs ... I can not walk well. It is the whole foot. (I wear special trousers instead of
pants)

**** (We are doing a lot of drinking on March 8, urinary incontinence also at this time.)
*****

(March 21, X-2)
body is not bad. I got to sleep at night as well as before.

(April 7, X-2)
I got weight back to the original. I am determined to 46 kg, and to defend it ... I am
intestinal obstruction and stomach ulcer.
Stomach ulcers now have no stomach pain, do they? Even my chest hurts.

(May 20, X-2)
I became able to sleep better than before. I get sleeping medicine at 9 o’clock in the
evening and go to bed at 10 o’clock. Once in the past I went to the toilet, then I could not
sleep, but now I am able to sleep well after going to the toilet.
I did not care about the toilet. On the average in the morning I get up around 4 o’clock.
And fold the futon right away. Because I am sleepy, I sometimes take a nap. It’s about an
hour.

(June 4, X-2)
- Because my head sometimes hurts, I get medicines from time to time, but for that
reason my body is lazy.
I did not care about sleeping time.
I will take a nap when I am sleepy.
Hearing is from morning till night.
So now I am suffering.
Although a man is a man, I do not understand. In a screech.

(July 9, X - 2)
- There are times when I do not hear what the limbs say. There are times when the limbs
stop when it walks.

(August 6, X-2)
- The body will stop by walking. And the legs go forward and backward and right and
left. When it is awful, the foot turns once.
I’m in the toilet and take toilet paper and pick it up.

(September 3, X-2)
- Hearing is noisy and irritated. I will instruct various kinds by voice of the man who
understands who’s voice. I was in the toilet and said, ’Get toilet paper. I get a flight when
I get in. I will not have any flights if I do not get it. ”
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And when the body is suddenly stopped, walking, and going to the left to the right. I am
not constantly, but I will occasionally.

(October 1, X-2)
- Hearing becomes gradually getting worse. A few people ’s voice. It is a voice I do not
know at all. I am ordering various things. ”Shave the beard! So when you shave the
beard, ”Once more shave! It is said. And ”Shaving again! I say that. And I am frustrated
by dialogue with people and it makes me painful. I can hear it during meal.
I do not say anything bad, but I’m frustrated because I do not say so much. I can not
walk smoothly. As if walking in the ocean ... I will not fall. I will direct the same thing to
the color of socks. Two people say it. If you do not follow it you will be fighting, you will
say that your gold ball will jump out. I’m sick and write it on my notebook.
And there is a voice saying that you can erase it. Wordspan is bad. ”This idiot will keep
this stupid”, is not it. Even ignoring it will also say. There is a hook in the lower lip. I am
saying that I am here. Please increase the number of medicines.

(November 11, X-2)
- Hearing, I still have it. But it got a little lighter. A voice commanded, a man ’s voice,
but I do not know who it is. It is a loud voice. I heard this from a few months ago. I
drank too much water and I lost to death. And I entered a private room. Then I began to
hear it. It sounds good to meal time. The body suddenly stops, goes to the left or goes to
the right. But when walking in the corridor it is okay. My body goes backwards.

(December 3, X - 2)
- I hear a lot. I can hear it now. It is a man’s voice. Not at all, I do not know. I can hear
it all day long. Because it says ”Konchuishou” ”Konchuisho”, it is frustrating when I’m in
a bad mood.
I wake up in the middle of the night. I have a good night’s sleep, but I wake up around 2
o’clock. He is a man I do not know. There are many ”Konchujo, Konchu”. I also say
”Please call me because my friends are getting worse.”
I began to hear drinking water and becoming critically inundated and entering a private
room.
I remembered, but when I drank this, I heard a voice saying ”It gets better”, so I started
to drink 6 liters of water.
It is the voice of a man of about three people.

(February 11, X - 1)
- I was told to take a doctor’s examination.
I have broken down because I am influenced by visual illusion and talk pants and bath
towels many times over and over.
”Good morning! I am also saying that. I think myself will go insane. I hear three people.
Everyone is a man. People who do not know at all. And it takes a long sleep. It began to
sleep seamlessly in it. I started to wake up on the way. Even then, I hear the voice. You
say ”come and walk in the hallway”.
But then I will not go walk because it becomes a nuisance to people. I say that I do not
walk a few times in the corridor.
I have been walking about 20 times, but I tell you not to walk about 3 times.
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I am taking notes walking in the corridor, but I say ”I have walked about three times
today or evening.” My legs hurt so I get angry when I take a rest.
I say ”I eat too much rice”. ”Reduce meal by half, reduce it.”

I got tired after I came to be able to hear from around November last year.
This voice disturbs interpersonal relationships. Because I am bad company.

**** (I do psychotherapy at least twice a month, but it is abbreviated properly) *****

(September 16, X-1)
I heard it now. Whether to say bad things about themselves, it is to the teacher. I heard
that. Even when I eat rice, it sounds when I am in the toilet. I am teaching people who are
in the toilet and are next to them. And that is right. Wording is bad, but my heart is not
that bad, I say ”do not raise your temper”. ”Because I like it, I hear it in this way” I hear.

Say ”Greet greeting”. I say ”Remove sunglasses”. Even now I still hold my head down, I
will be knocked down by the bed, my feet will stop. When saying ”How many seconds it
will be”, it will be true. Also say ”eat too much, leave half a meal”. I used to eat
everything in the past, but I say ”leave it half.” I often eat all side dishes. When you are
eating, say ”Put an eagle from a full stomach”.
It is for auditory hallucination to lean on the wall. I can not walk smoothly. When
illusion is getting angry, is not it? ”Because there are lives for side dishes, if you do in 30
minutes you may get a flight so go to the toilet.”
”Do not approach this person. You will be beaten up and killed. ” ”Look at the former
person. Do not put out your hands because you are doing good dignity. ”

(September 22, X-1)
- Until now, ”Do not take the examination by the teacher. I do not see your teacher
because I say bad things about it, ”said the man’s voice from 40 to 50 years old. Is it 40?
”Because you will also die if you pass away. If you die, I’m in trouble because there are no
sticky people. ” When I turn on a diary I also say ”rewrite this place” together. When
you get angry it is awful. I will threaten the body will stop.

(September 30, X-1)
- Yes, I heard it until now. I could not hear it when I entered this room. I know the other
side of what I have talked about here. It seems that you are at the top of your lip and
head. Two people who are not bad are also heard a little. He is a man, three to four.
Everything is a man. It is terrible if you get angry to speak frequently. If you get angry,
you will be told that ”If your body will be in 3 seconds or 2 seconds”, that will happen.
My body will bend. And I can not walk. I also say ”Do not go out with that guy”
interpersonal relationship. When I go karaoke I say ”Sing this song”. When I came back,
”Why did not you sing! I say that. I am getting angry.

(October 6, X-1)
- It sounds the same way. I do not have a doctor’s examination. He knows everything
about my relatives. I also say good things. I am placing various instructions. Greet this
person, do not go out with this person, and so on.
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When eating, say that you should eat only half of the meal.
Walking through the corridor has been continuing all the time. Voice is also said to ”do
not do it.” Go to karaoke and when I sing, I complain a lot.

(October 14, X-1)
- As usual I hear it. I say ”Sing this song” with Karaoke. But, ”Why did not you sing! I
say that. There is a song called ”a woman in Shinjuku”, but sing it, you say. It is a song
called ”a woman in Shinjuku”. Is Takashi Hosokawa singing songs?
I hear other voices. To be exact, you can hear the voice of two people.
You can hear ”turning to the right and turning to the left”.
Another voice is not persistent. One main voice is persistent. Another voice is also a voice
of a man.
The woman’s voice rarely sounds. I heard that you should get up.

(October 20, X-1)
- I heard it until now. I did not see the teacher ’s examination, because I say bad things
about us, I heard that the teacher’ s examination will not be received. ”When I do not
listen to what I say, I often say” ... ”
It will wake me up in time.
I do not say in the morning, ”What time will you come to wake me up tomorrow?” Today
I got up around 7:30.
I got up once at around 3:30.
I say ”Oruha”. It is not ”gaiety”. I will direct down to the color of the pants.
There are good times. Saying ”Join the athletic meet”
Thanks to auditory hallucinations, I came to go to ”Karaoke” and I said ”I can sing this
song,” but I will get angry later.

(January 27, X)
- As ever. I heard it until now. I got a traffic accident at the age of 27. It is in Tsushima.
Because there are many mountains and many rivers. I fell to the left when I separated
from the bus.
Hearing sounds say that if you receive a doctor’s examination your feet will disappear 4 or
5 days.
Before it was a warning, but now it is like a threat. I threaten it. It began to be unsteady
and I could only walk a while. When walking in the corridor at night, say ”come round
the area”. When singing karaoke, ”Sing that, sing this” If you do not sing it you get angry.

(February 3, X)
- ”Do not take a teacher’s examination! I will lose my legs for a week when I receive it.
The auditory hallucination has decreased to about two people. The auditory hallucination
from the beginning has been followed for a long time. The main person is one person.
Everyone is a man. He is a man I do not know. Excluding one person is not bad. One of
them is not too bad, but it has become severe these days. ”A serious thing will happen!
Please say.

(February 24, X)
It is obstructing to walk as stupid as walking.
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- I still hear it. It is always threatened that you will not be able to fight for months after
receiving Mr. T’s consultation. Because the body collapsed this morning I was lying down
for about 30 minutes. When the hallucination enters, the limbs will not move.
”In seconds it will not work! When it is said, it will be like that. Hearing is also done that
the body shakes like this.
There is no good auditory hallucination. ”Do not see a teacher ’s examination or a
teacher’ s examination! I say that.

Discussion

”Oura” is the dialect of the 00 · 00 region ”I am”. This hallucination is regarded as
originating at the time of closing a private room because of multiple drinking water
regardless of cases of schizophrenia onset. That is, it is considered to be a possession
phenomenon at the time of closing a private room due to multiple drinking water. It is
thought that it is irrelevant to schizophrenia which caused the case to be hospitalized.
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